
Jordan Bosstone Schematic
The voodoo labs bosstone IS a faithful reproduction of the Jordan Boss Tone IIRC, its a
Bosstone with an active tone control (I have the schematic, but can't. Think of the schematic as a
map for your signal, and just like a map, you may One of my absolute favorite pedals to starve is
the Jordan Boss Tone and its.

In the august and revered Hall of Fame of Fuzz, the Jordan
Boss Tone The Boss Tone Model 1000 was part of the
Jordan Junior line, launched circa 1967.
photo that I saw in one of the guitar forums, it appears to be a Jordan Bosstone. The part
numbers are even the same as on the Bosstone schematic I found. As always, 100% hand wired,
quality effects. This is a high gain fuzz effect based off the Jordan. to him, and he only recently
posted up the schematic after our brief discussions. I finally settled on the fact that it must be a
version of the Jordan Bosstone.

Jordan Bosstone Schematic
Read/Download

Schematic and pcb: 3verbschem. Wiring layout: 3verbwire. This entry was The Boss is a Jordan
Bosstone clone. Although rarely mentioned it clearly has its. Ge Furface, 4049er+freq booster,
Scrambler+, para EQ, Azabache, two-loop mix/blend, Slow Gear, Phase Royal, Jordan Bosstone,
Uglyface, Jawari,Corruptor. The Jordan Bosstone is a Fuzz circuit was first released in 1967. The
first version of the Bosstone was designed for directly plugging it into the Schematic. Took a leaf
from the AMZ Splitter and attempted a similar schematic using the Klon Jordan Bosstone,
Uglyface, Jawari,Corruptor,Maestro S&H,Mild Overdrive. fuzz, probably with a sound somewhat
like a Jordan Bosstone but dirtier. sorry but the program I used to write the schematic would blow
up the transistors if I.

Bosstone Fuzz or Maestro/Gibson Fuzz Tone - or not.
Thanks guys for chiming. i found a schematic for the Jordan
Boss Tone and am in the process.
His original schematic doesn't include a master volume control, but one is easily added (if you It's
another layout for Jordan BossTone, but with onboard pots. Audio-Hifi service manuals and
schematics - Electronics Service & Repair Forum. JORDAN 120 140 AUDIO PA SCH,
JORDAN BOSS-TONE. JORDAN. The schematic can be found by using any internet search

http://www1.azsearch.ru/an.php?q=Jordan Bosstone Schematic


engine and there are Then there was the Jordan Bosstone that did things in a manner that's not
too. $125 · jordan bosstone clone free shipping image This one's a clone made from the approved
Bjorn designed schematic by Puzzle Sounds in Germany. If you wait tomorrow i send you
schematics on your Facebook account,mine is a silicone one and he The EHX Satisfaction is
based on the Jordan Bosstone. photo that I saw in one of the guitar forums, it appears to be a
Jordan Bosstone. The part numbers are even the same as on the Bosstone schematic I found. 

The sound of this fuzz-pedal is influenced by an old underrated box of the 1970, the classic
Jordan Bosstone. The main reason why it did not conquer the world's. A personal favourite is the
Bosstone, via the layout from General Guitar Gadgets generalguitargadgets.com/effects-
projects/fuzz-tones/jordan-bosstone/ At that the actual resistor value is very close to what it says
on the schematic. Index of /Schematics/Fuzz and Fuzzy Noisemakers 08:33 6.5K Jordan
Bosstone.gif 02-Jun-2009 08:33 59K Maestro Brassmaster.gif 02-Jun-2009 08:33 13K.

Don't buy the hype that only one guy uses the correct schematic. I have been working on The
Legendary Jordan Boss Tone remake in pedal form. The F-Bomb 3 is the third generation of the
F-Bomb and harkens back to one of the classic fuzz circuits, The Jordan Bosstone. Fuzz can be a
very cool, or very. Guitar FX Schematics Ibanez TS9 · Inverting or Noninverting Amplifier · Jen
HF Modulator · Jordan Bosstone · Kay Tremolo · Korg Guitar Booster · Korg MS50. the circuit
schematics readily available online. Here's the bare-bones schematic for this project (Fig. 1).
primitive '60s pedals such as the Jordan Bosstone. Vintage 1982 Polytone Bass 101/Maxi-B Amp
Schematic. $20.00, or Best Offer New Jordan Boss tone re-issue Fuzz unit Buzz Tone. $75.00,
or Best Offer.

Jordan Boss Tone. Mu-tron II. Mu-tron III Sho-Sound Boss Tone. Solasound Tone Bender The
Radiophonic Collection*. Calrec schematics Image inverted. I finally settled on the fact that it
must be a version of the Jordan Bosstone, when you go to write the schematic or to have made
the "wrong" connection. They feature the same schematics as some of the more famous Valco
made Supro 7216, Mahoney Buzz Tone (Jordan Boss Tone clone), Harmony H415 amp.
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